Coaching in hockey has changed in direction from coach-centered coaching to player-centered coaching. Nowadays it is more holistic; it is not just coaching tactics and trying to win games at all costs. The way of thinking has changed; instead of the former “what does a team need” way of thinking, nowadays it is more important to ask, “What does an individual need?”

This thesis has been written for EPS Hockey E2-C2 juniors and E2-C2 coaches. The Executive Manager of EPS Hockey requested its completion, because EPS Hockey didn’t have a curriculum before this thesis. There were two main objectives; ice hockey and talent development and learning. Coaches must understand, that player development is a long-term project and ice hockey skills are just one part of development. Players need versatile skills to become a pro player. Although ice hockey skills development is important, coaches must also know how to fulfill players’ potential and what happens during maturation.

The goal of the thesis was to collect information and knowledge for EPS Hockey’s junior players and their coaches. To create a simple, easily understandable, and comprehensive handbook for long-term player development, it is expected to help young coaches understand coaching, and
also to help more experienced coaches update their hockey knowledge.

The thesis elaborates and analyzes: what kind of skills ice hockey players need, what is ice hockey as a game, what coaches need to maximize the youths' potential, and how the youth develop during ages nine to fourteen. The thesis and handbook gives a frame for coaches. It helps them to remember what things they should do and emphasize as a coach.

The information was collected inter alia from the Finnish Ice Hockey association, International and Finnish studies, and Professional Hockey Coaches. The information was put together so this thesis gives a comprehensive view of E2-C2-junior players.

The result is a simple, useful handbook for E2-C2-junior coaches. The handbook gives easily understandable advice to a coach. By following handbook’s tips and advice, EPS Hockey has a better chance to produce more quality players. There is a lot of research information in the sports world and there is no single way to correctly coach, but this thesis gives one good option to coach children and fulfill their potential.
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Samankaltainen aineisto

Näytetään aineisto, joilla on samankaltaisia nimekkeitä, tekijöitä tai asiasanoja.

USA Hockey body checking rule change: comparison of contact situations between 12U and 14U USA Hockey Nationals Tournament

Eskola, Pyry; Piispanen, Petrus (HAAGA-HELIA ammattikorkeakoulu, 2014)

Body checking has been the most talked about subject in the field of ice hockey for the past years. National ice hockey associations have lately reviewed their body checking rules, one of them being USA Hockey, second ...  

Objectives and risks perceived in sponsoring a semi-professional ice hockey team: case TUTO Hockey

Hellstén, Juha-Matti (Turun ammattikorkeakoulu, 2014)

Sponsorship is not a new phenomenon; it has been used in different ways since the ancient times. It can be said, that even the expeditions of Cristopher Columbus were made possible because of sponsorship by Queen Isabella ...

FAN VALUES AND PERCEIVED IMAGE PROFILE OF ICE HOCKEY: Case: IIHF Ice Hockey World Championships 2012 & 2013

Pitkänen, Krista; Turunen, Tuuli (Jyväskylän ammattikorkeakoulu, 2013)

The purpose of the research conducted at the World Championships in Helsinki 2012 and in Stock-holm 2013 was to explore the values of ice hockey fans and their image of ice hockey. This thesis was assigned by the Sport ...